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1 Introduction

Group performance payment schemes provide incentives to workers without necessitating a precise measure of individual performance. The cost of performance monitoring is then limited when individual output is hardly measurable. Different types of group performance schemes coexist on the market (O’Dell and McAdams, 1987, Prendergast, 1999, Pfeffer, 2007). In fact, depending on the distribution of payoffs within group, group performance payment schemes can either be characterized by a competitive or by a cooperative structure of payments.\(^1\) We hypothesize that this diversity matches the diversity of worker’s types.\(^2\) As workers’ type is hardly identifiable, it may be more efficient to let workers self-select their payment scheme.

The matching employer–employees does not only depend on skills but also on gender, risk aversion or intrinsic motivation.\(^3\) Because a self-selection of agents by social preferences is only suggested by previous studies, the aim of this paper is to test directly whether agents’ inequity aversion, in the sense of Fehr and Schmidt (1999), drives agents’ choice of payment schemes.\(^4\) The consequences of self-selection on the efficiency of payment schemes is then inferred. As inequity aversion of workers is hardly observable and due to the endogeneity bias in business data, we conduct a laboratory experiment. It allows for a measure of inequity aversion degrees of all the agents that leads to a direct test of the influence of each agent’s inequity aversion on his choice and effort decisions. The difference between the competitive structure and the revenue-sharing structure only concerns the distribution of payoffs inside a group of employees.

Previous studies have shown that agents differ in their social preferences and realize a higher expected utility when groups are homogeneous under a particular payment scheme adapted to these preferences (Burlando and Guala, 2005, Carpenter and Seki, 2001).

---

\(^1\)For theoretical work, see the seminal papers of Lazear and Rosen (1981) and Moldovanu and Sela (2001) on the analysis of competition and see Holmstrom (1982) on the analysis of revenue-sharing scheme.

\(^2\)The mismatch between workers and jobs may explain disatisfaction at the workplace. See Clark and Oswald (1996) for evidence of the relation between job satisfaction and comparison of incomes and see Pfeffer (2007).

\(^3\)Empirical studies emphasized the existence of a self-selection of agents by their skill levels (Lazear, 2000, Hamilton, Nickerson and Ow, 2003, Chiappori and Salanié, 2003, Dohmen and Falk, 2006). However, other individual characteristics influence the choice of agents between different payment schemes such as gender (Niederle and Vesterlund, 2007, Datta Gupta, Poulse and Villeval, 2005), risk aversion (Bellemare and Shearer, 2006, Bonin et al., 2006, Cadsby, Song and Tapon, 2006, Dohmen and Falk, 2006, Eriksson, Teyssier and Villeval, 2008, Grund and Sliwka, 2006) or intrinsic motivation (Goddeeris, 1988).

\(^4\)Bandiera, Barankay and Rasul (2005), Lazear, Malmendier and Weber (2006) and Keser and Montmarquette (2007) suggest a sorting of agents by payment scheme based on agents’ social preferences but do not evaluate agents’ social preferences.
2005, Gächter and Thöni, 2005, Fischbacher and Gächter, 2006, Dannenberg, Riechmann, Sturm and Vogt, 2007, Torgler, Schaffner, Frey and Schmidt, 2008). Since competitive and revenue-sharing schemes differ in terms of the distribution of payoffs, workers may increase their expected utility under a particular payment scheme depending on their social preferences. They may therefore self-select the firm according to the payment scheme in use. Such a self-selection of agents can increase the market efficiency through both an increased effort level and higher payoffs of workers.

The existence of a separating equilibrium based on agents’ social preferences has been demonstrated theoretically. Even without any complementarity between employees of the same ability, Cabrales and Calvo-Armengol (2008) prove the existence of a segregation of workers in different firms depending on their ability level when they are affected by the situation of agents sufficiently close to them. Kosfeld and von Siemens (2007) underline, under the assumption of perfectly observable agents’ performance, that a separating equilibrium exists when agents differ in their level of reciprocity. Selfish agents prefer to be compensated by a payment scheme based on their absolute individual performance whereas reciprocal agents prefer a group payment by maintaining cooperation as an equilibrium. At the equilibrium, two types of organizations coexist on the market. In Teyssier (2007), allowing the agents to choose between competitive schemes and a revenue-sharing scheme leads to the existence of a separating equilibrium in terms of inequity aversion. Selfish agents prefer the most competitive scheme whereas inequity averse agents feel better off under the revenue-sharing scheme.

Few empirical studies analyzing agents’ self-selection measure also their social preferences. The only studies known at the moment are experimental studies. Dohmen and Falk (2006) analyze agents’ self-selection between a fixed wage and a tournament or a revenue-sharing scheme based on their preferences which are measured through a sequential trust game. They find that reciprocal agents prefer to avoid the tournament but no effect is observed regarding the choice of the revenue-sharing scheme. Their experimental design considers agents of different reciprocity levels but is not based on equity considerations. The laboratory experiment conducted by Cabrales, Miniaci, Piovesan and Ponti (2008) assumes a market in which each principal chooses to offer a contrat. The choice is

---

5The optimal choice of different contracts by a principal in a moral hazard context (bonus contracts, explicit incentive contracts, trust contracts) is shown to be affected by fairness concerns of the principal in the experiment conducted by Fehr, Klein and Schmidt (2007).
made between two contracts that differ on the spread between agents’ payoffs and also on the robustness of the equilibrium. They analyze which trade-off the agents make between inequality and strategic uncertainty of the contracts offered. They find that the strategic uncertainty is a stronger determinant of choices of contracts than social preferences.

Our laboratory experiment is designed to evaluate the ”pure” impact of inequity aversion on both the choice of agents between two compensation schemes differing on the distribution of payoffs and their decision of effort. To capture the effect of inequality, we hold the efficiency constant in every case in both payment schemes. In contrast with the choice treatment, in the benchmark treatment, the payment schemes are exogenously imposed to the agents: half of the agents are compensated under a competitive structure and the other half under a revenue-sharing structure. The preferences of the agents were elicited in experimental sessions played one week before the game sessions in order to avoid influences between the measures of preferences and the decisions in the game. The strategic method (Selten, 1967) has been used. We elicited advantageous inequity aversion by means of a modified dictator game and disadvantageous inequity aversion by means of an ultimatum game. Risk attitude was elicited using the Holt and Laury’s procedure (2002).

The theory predicts that agents with sufficiently high advantageous or disadvantageous inequity aversion prefer to be compensated by the revenue-sharing scheme. Allowing agents to choose should increase efficiency, in terms of average effort level and agents’ payoffs. Our results show that individual preferences drive the agents’ choices. Agents with high disadvantageous inequity aversion are less likely to choose the competition. Risk aversion also decreases the probability of choosing the competition. More precisely, the effect of preferences is indirect in the second half of the experiment through the significant effect of past results. The consequence on efficiency is twofold. On the one hand, the possibility to self-select increases the average effort level under the competition but not under the revenue-sharing scheme. On the other hand, the agents maximize their payoffs when choosing according to their preferences. The self-selection of agents is efficient under the competition but imperfect under the revenue-sharing scheme due to a heterogeneity of effort behaviors.

The paper is organized as follows. We present in section 2 the general model and the experimental design. Results are analyzed in section 3. Section 4 concludes.

As it is assumed that the individual effort level is not perfectly observable, under the competitive scheme, the agents’ effort decision affects their probability to obtain the higher or the lower payoff.
Model and experimental design

The theoretical predictions are based on the model developed in Teyssier (2007). We precise here the predictions associated with the design and the parameters of the experiment.

2.1 Model

Consider risk neutral agents with identical abilities. The agents are heterogeneous in their concern for inequality (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999). We suppose them being of two types, \( \theta \in \{ \theta_S, \theta_A \} \). Some are exclusively interested in their own payoff, type \( \theta_S \), and the others are affected by the payoff of agents closed to them, type \( \theta_A \). As in the Fehr and Schmidt’s model, the utility function is the following for player \( i \):

\[
U_i(x_i, x_j) = x_i - \alpha_i \max \{ x_j - x_i, 0 \} - \beta_i \max \{ x_i - x_j, 0 \} \quad i \neq j
\]  

where \( x_i \) and \( x_j \) represent the monetary payoffs of agents \( i \) and \( j \). Inequity averse individuals are assumed to be averse to both advantageous inequality (\( \beta_i \)) and disadvantageous inequality (\( \alpha_i \)). Moreover, earning less than the other agent in the group has a bigger negative impact on utility than earning more, \( \alpha_i \geq \beta_i \) with \( 0 \leq \beta_i < 1 \). The proportion of agents of type \( \theta_A \), \( \alpha \neq 0 \) and \( \alpha \geq \beta \) with \( 0 \leq \beta < 1 \), is \( \rho \). \( (1 - \rho) \) is then the proportion of agents of type \( \theta_S \), \( \alpha = \beta = 0 \).

The game consists of two stages. In the first stage, two compensation modes differing on the level of competition are proposed to all agents. Each agent must choose the one he prefers. In the second stage, each agent is matched with another agent who has chosen the same payment structure as him in the first stage and they form a group for five repeated periods. The two agents of each group decide simultaneously of a level of effort, \( e_i \) for the agents \( i \). The cost of effort function is convex in the effort level, \( c(e_i) = \frac{e_i^{1.5}}{30} \).

The total production of each group is equal to the sum of the effort levels of the two agents in the group, \( e_i + e_j \). The group production is supposed perfectly observable but the individual output cannot be observed with certainty.

Due to the uncertainty on individual effort levels, the two compensation schemes proposed are based on the agents’ relative performance. In the contest, rewarded prizes are

---

7The parameters of the cost of effort function have been chosen to obtain comparable payoffs in different cases.
endogenous to the group joint output to avoid collusion. The winner’s prize is a share \( \tau \), \( \tau \in \left[ \frac{1}{2}, 1 \right] \), of the total production of the group. It writes \( W(e_i, e_j) = \tau \cdot (e_i + e_j) + F \), with \( F \), a fixed payment given to every agent. The loser receives \( L(e_i, e_j) = (1 - \tau) \cdot (e_i + e_j) + F \).

The competitiveness of the contest increases with \( \tau \) by increasing the spread between the contestants’ prizes, for given levels of effort. The two compensation schemes are based on the same structure but differ on the value of the share of the group output rewarded to the winner of the contest, \( \tau \). As the individual output is not perfectly observable, the winner of the contest is not the agent with the highest effort level with certainty. According to the Tullock model (1980), each agent’s probability of winning depends on the ratio between his own production and the group joint production:

\[
\Pr (p(e_i, e_j) = W(e_i, e_j)) = \frac{e_i}{e_i + e_j}
\]

The probability of winning the prize \( W(e_i, e_j) \) is increasing in the agent’s effort level.

Among the two compensation modes proposed, one is competitive while the other one is not. The competitive structure is characterized by a share of the group output given to the winner of the contest equal to 0.75, \( \tau = 0.75 \). The other structure is a revenue-sharing payment scheme where \( \tau = 0.5 \). The joint production is in this case equally divided between the group members; the winner and the loser earn exactly the same prize. The revenue-sharing structure is equivalent to a public goods game in the sense that the whole group output is equally shared between the agents regardless of their personal investment. Under both payment schemes, a positive fixed payment, \( F = 14 \), is awarded to all the subjects. \( F \) avoids any negative payoff to the subjects, even to the loser of the competition.\(^8\)

In the second stage of the game, the agents decide on a level of effort. For the sake of simplification, they are allowed to choose between two levels of effort.\(^9\) Following the model with continuous effort levels developed in Teyssier (2007), the two levels of effort available in the experiment are the Nash equilibria of selfish agents under each contest structure. When \( \tau = 0.5 \), selfish agents have a dominant strategy that is \( e_{RS}^{S*} = 44.44 \). We call it effort \( e_L \). The Nash equilibrium is higher under the competitive scheme, \( e_{CS}^{C*} = 100 \).

---

\(^8\)Loss aversion may play a role on agents’ behavior when they respond to incentive payment schemes (Kahneman and Tversky, 1984, Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler, 1991).

\(^9\)The complexity of the game in the computation of payoffs when effort levels are continuous is limited here by letting subjects the choice between only two effort levels. This design has been chosen to limit random behaviors. Moreover, to limit the effort level space to only two levels does not change the predictions.
Two situations exist under the competitive structure: either the agent \( i \) wins the contest (he is in the *High situation*), or he loses it (he is in the *Low situation*). According to equation (2), if agent \( i \) plays the high effort level, \( B \), when he faces an agent \( j \) who plays the low effort level, \( e_L \), his probability to be in the high situation is 70\% whereas it is about 30\% when he plays \( e_L \) and the agent \( j \) plays \( e_H \). When both subjects in the group play the same effort level, i.e. either both subjects play \( e_L \) or both play \( e_H \), their probability to be in the high situation is 50\%. This differentiation is useful only for the competitive structure but in order to keep the same presentation under both payment schemes in the experiment, we construct a high situation and a low situation under the revenue-sharing structure as well. We have been careful that subjects’ payoffs are always higher when they both exert \( e_H \) than when they both exert \( e_L \). The two agents in the same group earn the same net payoff when they play the same effort level, whatever the situation.

Figure 1 presents agents’ net payoffs under each payment scheme and for every combination of effort levels.\(^{10}\)

![Figure 1: Payoff matrices](image)

\(^{10}\)We assume that agents compare their payoffs once the cost of effort deduced. On the business place, we think that agents working in the same group are able to evaluate the cost of effort of the other agent in the group. Then, it seems more realistic that agents compare their net payoffs instead of their payoff before the deduction of costs of effort. Moreover, when they apply their model to explain experimental evidence in public goods games, Fehr and Schmidt (1999) compare net payoffs of agents. In a context of a public goods game, the payoffs considered are the revenue of the public good minus the individual contribution to the public good. Experimental results observed in public goods games support the comparison between net payoffs. Then, it appears in the continuation of the Fehr and Schmidt’s model to compare net payoffs of agents (see also Akerlof and Yellen, 1990, for some evidence of the fair wage-effort hypothesis).
The difference between the two payment schemes resides in the \textit{ex post} inequality between payoffs. It appears clearly that the payoffs are dramatically more unequal under the competitive payment scheme than under the revenue-sharing one. To focus on the effect of inequality between \textit{ex post} net payoffs, we hold some characteristics constant between the two payment schemes. First, the parameters lead to equivalent expected net payoffs under both payment schemes when the subjects play the same effort level: \( x_i^{RS}(e_L,e_L) = x_i^{C}(e_L,e_L) = 8.5 \) and \( x_i^{RS}(e_H,e_H) = x_i^{C}(e_H,e_H) = 13 \). Consequently, the Pareto optimum under both payment schemes corresponds to the situation in which both agents exert \( e_H \). Second, the social welfare, given by the sum of the expected utilities of subject \( i \) and subject \( j \), for every possible combination of effort levels, is identical under both the competitive scheme and the revenue-sharing scheme.

\section*{2.2 \ Predictions}

We want to test the effect of inequity aversion on the choice of payment scheme and the consequences of this choice. The predictions are derived by backward induction. We solve first the second stage of the game. Inequity aversion degrees of agents, advantageous and disadvantageous, drive their equilibrium effort decisions under both payment schemes. This influence leads to a different choice of payment schemes depending on agents’ inequity aversion degrees. The computation of the results are provided in the appendix.

For simplification, we use the following notations of the theoretical thresholds of disadvantageous inequity aversion, with \( \rho_C \), the proportion of inequity averse agents under the competition and \( \rho_{RS} \), the proportion of inequity averse agents under the revenue-sharing scheme. Inequity averse agents with a disadvantageous inequity aversion lower or equal to \( \alpha^C(\beta) \) play the \( e_H \) effort level under the competition. There exist two equilibrium effort levels under the revenue-sharing scheme for agents with \( \alpha \) higher or equal to \( \alpha^{RS} \). Finally, agents with \( \alpha \) higher or equal to \( \alpha^S(\beta) \) prefer to be compensated under the revenue-sharing scheme than under the competition. Agents with \( \beta \geq 0.15 \) choose also the revenue-sharing scheme.

\[
\alpha^C(\beta) = \frac{(1.8 + 2.7\rho_C) - \beta (3.7 + 1.8\rho_C)}{5.1 + 0.4\rho_C}
\]
\[\alpha^{RS} = \frac{6\rho_{RS} - 1.5}{7(1 - \rho_{RS})} \]  

\[\alpha^{S}(\beta) = \frac{2.7 - 6.3\beta}{4.9} \]  

The hypotheses are then the following.

**Hypothesis 1.** *Agents with sufficiently high advantageous or disadvantageous inequity aversion prefer to be compensated by the revenue-sharing scheme instead of the competitive scheme.*

Table 1 presents the choice of payment scheme in function of agents’ advantageous and disadvantageous inequity aversion degrees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social preferences</th>
<th>Choice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selfish agent ((\alpha = \beta = 0))</td>
<td>Competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inequity averse agent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\alpha \leq \alpha^c(\beta)</td>
<td><em>{\rho</em>{C}=0}) (\beta &lt; 0.15) and (\alpha &lt; \alpha^c(\beta))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta \geq 0.15) and (\alpha \geq \alpha^c(\beta))</td>
<td>Revenue-sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\alpha &gt; \alpha^c(\beta)</td>
<td><em>{\rho</em>{C}=0}) (\beta &lt; 0.15) and (\alpha &lt; \alpha^c(\beta))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta \geq 0.15) and (\alpha \geq \alpha^c(\beta))</td>
<td>Revenue-sharing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Choice of payment scheme (stage 1)

Selfish agents and inequity averse agents with both low advantageous and low disadvantageous inequity aversion prefer to be compensated under the competition while inequity averse agents with sufficiently high advantageous or disadvantageous inequity aversion prefer the revenue-sharing scheme.

**Hypothesis 2.** *The efficiency of the game, in terms of average effort level and agents’ payoffs, increases when self-selection is allowed.*
Equilibrium effort levels of agents under both payment schemes, exogenous and endogenous, are presented in table 2. Agents' payoffs can be deduced reminding that the Pareto optimum is reached when both agents play the high effort level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social preferences</th>
<th>Payment schemes imposed</th>
<th>Payment schemes chosen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Competition</td>
<td>Revenue-sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selfish agent (α = β = 0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if IA agents with β &lt; 0.15 or α &gt; α^{RS}_{bg}</td>
<td>e_{H}</td>
<td>e_{L}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if IA agents with β ≥ 0.15 and α ≤ α^{RS}_{bg}</td>
<td>e_{H}</td>
<td>e_{L} and e_{H}^{(1)}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inequity averse agent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α ≤ α^{c}_{bg}(β)</td>
<td>β &lt; 0.15 and α &lt; α^{c}_{bg}(β)</td>
<td>e_{H}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β ≥ 0.15 and α &lt; α^{c}_{bg}(β)</td>
<td>e_{H}</td>
<td>e_{L} and e_{H}^{(1)}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α &gt; α^{c}_{bg}(β)</td>
<td>β &lt; 0.15 and α &lt; α^{c}_{bg}(β)</td>
<td>e_{L}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β ≥ 0.15 and α ≥ α^{c}_{bg}(β)</td>
<td>e_{L}</td>
<td>e_{L}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) the e_{H} equilibrium corresponds to the high effort level played for the periods 1 to 4 but the low effort level played for the period 5. Indeed, selfish agents mimic inequity averse agents' behavior by playing the high effort level for the periods 1 to 4 but cheat at the last period. Inequity averse agents play the low effort level at the last period to guaranty that selfish agents choose the competition instead of the revenue-sharing scheme; it is the condition to observe a separating equilibrium.

Table 2: Effort level equilibrium under the two payment schemes (stage 2)

When payment schemes are exogenously imposed to the agents, we first note that under the competition, selfish agents and agents with both low advantageous and low disadvantageous inequity aversion play the high effort level while other agents play the low effort level. Under the revenue-sharing scheme, to play the low effort level or the high effort level are both equilibrium strategies of agents with sufficiently high advantageous inequity aversion without too high disadvantageous inequity aversion. Agents with other preferences always play the low effort level at the equilibrium.

When payment schemes are freely chosen by agents, all agents choosing the competition play the high effort level. Therefore, inequity preferences of agents under the competition should not drive their decision of effort in this case. Under the revenue-sharing scheme,
each of the two effort levels are an equilibrium strategy for most of the agents who choose this payment scheme. Nevertheless, agents with low advantageous inequity aversion but high disadvantageous inequity aversion choose the revenue-sharing scheme as well but only play the low effort level at the equilibrium.

The hypothesis of a higher efficiency when payment schemes are endogenously chosen is then only due to the increase of the average effort level under the competition. The average effort level under the revenue-sharing scheme does not decrease when payment schemes are endogenously chosen. However, we are not able to know whether it should be constant or increased. Two reasons are proposed. On the one hand, the multiplicity of equilibria under this payment scheme may induce a coordination problem. On the other hand, for a specific range of inequity aversion degrees of agents, inequity averse agents always play the low effort level. The agents’ payoffs should raise under the competition because the Pareto optimum can be more often reached.

### 2.3 Experimental design

In order to analyze the sources and the effects of self-selection on the efficiency of group incentives, we conducted two different treatments. Inequity aversion degrees have been elicited for all the participants.

#### 2.3.1 Two treatments

In the *Benchmark treatment*, the subjects are informed on being paid either under the revenue-sharing scheme (mode X) or under the competitive scheme (mode Y). They are allocated randomly to one of the two compensation modes for the whole experiment. The subjects do not know the proportion of subjects paid under each payment scheme but they know the existence of both. We have chosen to mix subjects being paid under both payment schemes in order to have the same environment as in the other treatment described below. The subjects are matched in pairs. The pairs are fixed for five periods, called a *sequence*. Nine sequences of five periods are played to allow the subjects to learn the game. The subjects are rematched at the end of every sequence. Each subject knows his own payoff and also his co-worker’s payoff under each payment scheme at the end of every period. The subject decides on his level of effort by choosing between $e_L$ and $e_H$.

In the *Choice treatment*, the only difference with the benchmark treatment is that, at
the beginning of every sequence, each subject chooses under which payment scheme he wants to be compensated. Once the subject has chosen his payment scheme, he is matched with someone who has done the same choice as him.\footnote{All the sessions are composed of an even number of subjects. In case of an uneven number of subjects choosing a payment scheme, one of them having chosen the revenue-sharing payment scheme is picked randomly and is affected to the competitive scheme. This particular subject is informed of this change before deciding on his effort level.} The subject is free to move from one payment scheme to the other one without any cost at the beginning of each new sequence.

The rematching of subjects after five periods has been chosen for three reasons. The partner matching protocol for five periods allows first agents to learn implications of one payment scheme for a sufficiently high number of periods. Second, agents are in this manner able to evaluate the type of the agent they are matched with. Finally, the rematching after five periods leads to the observation of several choices of payment schemes by agents.

\subsection*{2.3.2 Elicitation of preferences}

We used the strategy method (Selten, 1967).

**Advantageous inequity aversion** ($\beta$) Subjects are asked to participate in a modified dictator game (Blanco, Engelmann and Normann, 2006). The game involves two roles: the *dictator* and the *receiver*. All subjects take their decisions under both roles before knowing the actual role they have been allocated for payment. At the end of the session, the computerized program allocates randomly a role to each subject and payoffs are determined accordingly. Half of the subjects are a dictator and the other half a receiver. All subjects are matched with a dictator and a receiver in each pair.

The rules of the game are the following. Dictators make a choice between two options regarding the distribution of a pie between himself and the receiver. 21 decisions are presented to the subjects. Receivers cannot decide on anything. The first option, option $a$, corresponds to the equal share for the dictator and the receiver. The distribution is $(x_i, x_i)$ with $x_i = \{0, \ldots, 20\}$. The second option, option $b$, is to keep 18 points for himself and to give 2 points to the receiver, distribution $(18, 2)$. The 21 decisions are such that under the decision 11, the choice is made between the distribution $(10, 10)$ and the distribution $(18, 2)$; under the decision 21, the choice is made between the distribution $(20, 20)$ and the distribution $(18, 2)$.

Before playing as the dictator, subjects take first their decision as the receiver. They are
asked to decide to play the game or to opt out for a fixed payment (5 points\textsuperscript{12}). This first step allows to give a strategic dimension to the dictator game. Indeed, the evaluation of $\beta$ is then more easily associable with behaviors in games with strategic interactions.\textsuperscript{13} All subjects know the rules of the game at the time they intake their decision in the receiver’s role.

The advantageous inequity aversion of agents, $\beta$, is estimated through the choices of subjects when they intake their decisions in the dictator’s role. It is calculated by the decision number at which the agent switches from option $b$ to option $a$, i.e. from the distribution $(18, 2)$ to the equal distribution. The value of $\beta$ is determined by $U_i(x_i - 0.5, x_i - 0.5) = U_i(18, 2)$, with $x_i$ being the decision number of the first decision in which the agent chooses the option $a$. The value of $\beta$ is then defined below.

$$\beta_i = \frac{18.5 - x_i}{16}$$

Selfish agents are expected to switch from option $b$ to option $a$ at the decision number 19. All agents switching before the decision 19 have a positive $\beta$. $\beta$ is negative for agents changing their choice after the decision 19.

**Disadvantageous inequity aversion ($\alpha$)** Subjects are asked to participate in an ultimatum game (Blanco, Engelmann and Normann, 2006). The game involves two roles: the *sender* and the *responder*. All subjects take their decisions under both roles before knowing the actual role they have. At the end of the session, the computerized program allocates randomly a role to each subject and payoffs are determined accordingly. Half of the subjects are allocated to the sender’s role and to the responder’s role. All subjects are matched in pairs with a sender and a responder in each pair.

In the role of the sender, the subject receives an endowment of 20 points. He must decide on the distribution of this amount between himself and the responder, knowing that the responder can either accept or reject this share. If the responder accepts the distribution, this distribution is implemented but if he rejects it, both the sender and the

\textsuperscript{12}Under the assumption that the dictators are selfish, the average payoff of the receiver is around 5 points.

\textsuperscript{13}Fehr and Schmidt (1999) underline that the dictator game allows to measure $\beta$ but it is limited due to the non strategic character of such a game. Moreover, Lazear, Malmendier and Weber (2005) underline that agents’ decisions in a dictator game are affected by the opportunity of choosing to play the game or to opt out.
responder earn nothing. Then, the responder must choose between two options for 21
decisions. The option a is to accept the distribution and the option b is to reject it. Each
decision corresponds to a particular distribution. Under the decision 1, the choice is made
between accepting the distribution (20, 0) and rejecting it; under the decision 11, the choice
is made between accepting the distribution (10, 10) and rejecting it.

The responder’s decisions under the ultimatum game allows us to measure the degree
of disadvantageous inequity aversion, $\alpha$, of the agents. The estimation of $\alpha$ is realized
through the decisions of the responder by the decision number at which the agent switches
from option b to option a; i.e. for which distribution the subject changes from rejecting
to accepting the distribution. It is then estimated through the decisions of the responder.
The value of $\alpha$ is determined by $U_i(s_i - 0.5, 20.5 - s_i) = U_i(0, 0) = 0$, with $s_i$ being the
decision number of the first decision under which the subject accepts the distribution of
the sender.

$$
\alpha_i = \frac{s_i - 0.5}{21 - 2s_i} \quad (7)
$$

In the responder’s role, selfish agents should always accept the distribution proposed as
soon as the share they receive is strictly positive. The later the agent switches from
rejecting to accepting the distribution, the higher his value of $\alpha$.

**Risk aversion** The predictions of the agents’ behavior in the two-stage game hold for
risk-neutral subjects. Risk aversion of subjects can however affect the decisions of agents
concerning the choice of the payment scheme. This measure is used as a control. To elicit
the risk aversion of the subjects, we used the lottery procedure of Holt and Laury (2002).

The subjects filled out a questionnaire with 10 decisions. Each decision consists of a
choice between two paired lotteries, option a and option b. The payoffs for the option a
are either €2 or €1.60, whereas the riskier option b pays either €3.85 or €0.10. In the first
decision, the probability of the high payoff for both options is 1/10. In the second decision,
the probability increases to 2/10. Similarly, the chances of receiving the high payoff for
each decision increase as the number of the decision increases. When the probability of
the higher payoff is large enough, subjects should cross over from option a to option b.
Risk neutrality corresponds to a switch at the fifth decision, while risk loving subjects are
expected to move earlier and risk averse subjects at the sixth decision and after.
2.4 Experimental procedures

The experiments have been conducted at the GATE laboratory, Lyon, France. The experiment was computerized using the Regate software (Zeiliger, 2000). By using the ORSEE software (Greiner, 2004), we recruited 118 under-graduate students from three business or engineering schools, trying to guarantee a fair gender distribution in each session (52.54 percent of male participants in total). Three sessions with 18 subjects, two with 22 subjects and one with 20 subjects were organized; three for the benchmark treatment and three for the choice treatment. The game was composed of 9 sequences of 5 periods. 45 observations are collected for every subject that conducts to a total of 5310 observations.

Every participant was summoned at two different days with one week of difference. When registering for the session of the first week, subjects committed themselves to participate in the second-week session. They were informed, in the invitation by E-mail, that they will receive their monetary gain only at the end of the second-week session. During the first week, the preferences were elicited. During the second week, the game was played. The subjects participating in a particular first session are not necessarily allocated to the same second session. They registered for the second session at the end of the first one. We separated the sessions eliciting preferences from the game sessions to avoid any potential influence from one part on the other one and to limit confusion of subjects.

Upon arrival, each subject received a participant identifier in order to match the data between the two sessions anonymously. For every session, all participants were randomly assigned to a computer. Instructions were distributed and read aloud. Questions were answered in private. The participants had to answer a series of questions to verify their understanding of the instructions. The experiment started once all the participants answered correctly. No communication was allowed.

In the sessions of the first week, the subjects completed first the risk-aversion questionnaire. Subjects noted on a sheet of paper the option they chose for each of the 10 lottery decisions. After all participants had made their decisions, the sheets of papers were collected. Only one decision is used for the computation of subjects’ payoffs. At the end of the sessions of the second week, at the moment of receiving his payment, each subject had to throw a ten-sided die twice: once to select the decision to be considered and a second time to determine her payoff for the option chosen. The other decisions asked in the first week were computerized. The subjects answered first the modified dictator game and then
the ultimatum game.

In the sessions of the second week, in the Benchmark treatment, at the beginning of the session and for its whole duration, 10 subjects were allocated the revenue-sharing scheme and the others were compensated under the competitive scheme.\textsuperscript{14} In the Choice treatment, at the beginning of every sequence, each subject had to tick either the “mode X” box (revenue-sharing scheme) or the “mode Y” box (competitive scheme) to choose his payment scheme for the current sequence. In both treatments, they selected their effort level by choosing between the ”choice A” (low effort level) and the ”choice B” (high effort level). The computer program determined the situation (high or low) in which each agent was, depending on the probabilities computed. At the end of every period, each subject received a feedback on his potential payoff and on the potential payoff of his co-worker. In every new sequence, the subjects who chose the same payment scheme were randomly reshuffled in pairs.

All the transactions, except the lottery, were conducted in points, with conversion into Euros at a rate of 4 points = €1 for the preferences elicitation session and at a rate of 3 points = €1 for the game session. In the first week sessions, the Holt and Laury’s lottery was paid and one of the two games was selected randomly for the payments. In the second week sessions, two periods in different sequences, identical for all subjects, were picked randomly to determine the payments. All periods were not paid because in this case, subjects would have received their average payoff, that kills inequality between agents. For the totality of the experiment, the payment consisted of the sum of payoffs during each session plus the lottery payment and a €6 show-up fee (€3 for each session). The totality of the payments and the actual roles of the subjects were announced only at the end of the second week for each participant. On average, the subjects earned €19.59.

\section{Experimental results}

After a brief presentation of the agents’ preferences, we analyze the determinants of the agents’ choices between the competitive and the revenue-sharing payment schemes. The consequences of the self-selection of agents on efficiency are then presented.

\textsuperscript{14} As the number of participants under each session can be 18, 20 or 22, and an even number of subjects is required under each payment scheme, we forced 10 participants to be compensated under the revenue-sharing scheme. Then, the number of participants compensated under the competitive scheme can be 8, 10 or 12.
3.1 Distribution of preferences

The measures of preferences indicate that the subjects are heterogeneous in their inequity aversion degrees. 18.6% of the 118 subjects are purely selfish ($\alpha = \beta = 0$), 22% are averse to advantageous inequity but not averse to disadvantageous inequity ($\alpha = 0$ and $\beta \neq 0$), 20.3% are averse to disadvantageous inequity but not averse to advantageous inequity ($\beta = 0$ and $\alpha \neq 0$) and then 39.1% are averse to both advantageous and disadvantageous inequity aversion ($\beta \neq 0$ and $\alpha \neq 0$).\(^{15}\) Figure 2 represents the distribution of the subjects in terms of their degrees of disadvantageous inequity aversion, $\alpha$, and advantageous inequity aversion, $\beta$.

![Figure 2: Distribution of the subjects in function of $\alpha$ and $\beta$](image)

A Kolmogorov-Smirnov exact test does not reject the hypothesis of equality of distribution functions of inequity aversion degrees between the benchmark and the choice treatments ($\alpha$, $z = 0.088$, $p = 0.977$ and $\beta$, $z = 0.183$, $p = 0.278$). We also observe that advantageous inequity aversion is not significantly correlated to disadvantageous inequity aversion of agents (Spearman’s test, $z = 0.027$, $p = 0.776$). Moreover, the correlation between the agents’ levels of inequity aversion and their level of risk aversion is not significant (Spearman’s test for advantageous inequity aversion, $z = 0.050$, $p = 0.593$ and for disadvantageous inequity aversion, $z = 0.047$, $p = 0.616$).\(^{16}\)

\(^{15}\)13.5% of the subjects have $\beta < 0$. These subjects feel envy preferences

\(^{16}\)We observe higher proportions of risk averse and very risk averse subjects but a lower proportion of risk neutral subjects than in Holt and Laury’s pool of subjects. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov exact test does not reject the hypothesis of equality of distribution functions between the benchmark and the choice treatments ($z = 0.093$, $p = 0.960$).
In order to stick to both the model and the data, we have chosen the threshold of 0.35 to differentiate subjects by their degree of disadvantageous inequity aversion, $\alpha$. It corresponds to $\alpha = \alpha^C (\beta) |_{\rho_C=0}$ with $\beta = 0$, i.e. $5.1\alpha + 3.7\beta = 1.8$ for $\beta = 0$, that is theoretically defined as a threshold of decisions. The threshold of 0.15 is chosen to differentiate the agents by their degree of advantageous inequity aversion, $\beta$. Table 3 presents the proportion of subjects in each category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of subjects</th>
<th>Benchmark T.</th>
<th>Choice T.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha &lt; 0.35$ and $\beta &lt; 0.15$</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha &lt; 0.35$ and $\beta \geq 0.15$</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha \geq 0.35$ and $\beta &lt; 0.15$</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha \geq 0.35$ and $\beta \geq 0.15$</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Distribution of inequity aversion categories

A Fisher exact test rejects the hypothesis of equality of distribution functions between the benchmark and the choice treatments for the categories $\alpha < 0.35$ with $\beta < 0.15$ and $\alpha < 0.35$ with $\beta \geq 0.15$ (respectively, $p = 0.016$ and $p = 0.015$) but does not reject it for $\alpha \geq 0.35$ with $\beta < 0.15$ and $\alpha \geq 0.35$ with $\beta \geq 0.15$ (respectively, $p = 0.418$ and $p = 0.375$).\footnote{We observe higher proportions of inequity averse agents with low inequity considerations compared to the results in Fehr and Schmidt (1999) and of Blanco, Engelmann and Normann (2006). The subjects from our pool may be less affected by the situation of other subjects because of their education path. Indeed, the subjects are mainly from "grandes écoles" (business and engineering schools). Nevertheless, we may suppose that the only impact of this specificity of our pool would be a reduction of the effect of social preferences in our results. We also note that, as Blanco, Engelmann and Normann (2006), the hypothesis of the Fehr and Schmidt’s model, $\alpha \geq \beta$, is not always verified: 41% of subjects present $\beta > \alpha$ in our experiment and 38% in the experiment of Blanco, Engelmann and Normann (2006).}

3.2 Sorting

The competition payment scheme is chosen on average in 38.5% of the decisions but a lower proportion of subjects choose the competition for their first decision (25.9%). It is clearly observed that subjects are heterogeneous in their choice behaviors. Three categories of subjects can in fact be differentiated for the whole duration of the experiment. We distinguish subjects who choose the competition in less than three sequences, “competition -” (45% of subjects), subjects who choose the competition in at least six sequences, “competition +” (24% of subjects), and an intermediate category, “competition =” (31% of subjects).
A multivariate analysis allows to understand the determinants of the choice of the competition, *ceteris paribus*. It leads to the result 1.

**Result 1.** *Disadvantageous inequity aversion negatively affects the choice of the competition.*

We use probit regressions with random effects to identify the determinants of the choice of the competition. As decisions of subjects are repeated, we adjust standard errors for intragroup correlation, that is to say that we cluster regressions on individuals. Several estimations are conducted depending on the sequences of the game: we separate the estimations for the first sequence, for sequences 2 to 5 and for sequences 6 to 9.

Estimations are based on dummies controlling for sessions and individual characteristics such as age, gender and the fact of having already participated in an experiment. We also include an explicative variable related to the history of the game. It represents the current success rate of subjects under the competition. It is the ratio between the current number of high situations and the current number of periods compensated under the competitive scheme. The other explicative variables consist of risk aversion, measured by the number of safe choices in the Holt and Laury’s lottery (2002) (coded from 1 to 10) and inequity aversion degrees. A dummy takes the value 1 when agents have a degree of disadvantageous inequity aversion higher or equal to 0.35 and a second dummy takes the value 1 when agents have a degree of advantageous inequity aversion higher of equal to 0.15. As the model predicts that agents with both low advantageous and low disadvantageous inequity aversion prefer the competition, we control for this effect by introducing a dummy taking the value 1 when $\beta < 0.15$ and $\alpha < 0.35$.

Table 4 displays the marginal coefficients of the probit regressions with random effects and clustering on individuals explaining the choice of the competitive payment scheme.

In the first half of the experiment (sequences 2 to 5), individual preferences of agents drive directly their choice of payment scheme. Subjects with high disadvantageous inequity aversion are significantly less likely to choose the competition. The probability of choosing the competition is 20% lower for subjects with a disadvantageous inequity aversion degree higher than 0.35 compared with others. In the second half of the experiment (sequences 6 to 9), only the variable indicating the success rate under the competition is significant.

---

18 Except the variable indicating the gender of agents, we do not show in the regressions the other variables. They are just control variables.
Nevertheless, it does not mean that inequity preferences of agents do not play any role when agents get some experience in the game. Indeed, the choice of the competition based on inequity preferences is endogenized by past results. Disadvantageous inequity aversion of subjects consequently plays an indirect role on the choice of the competition in the second half of the experiment through past results. Moreover, the marginal effect of the success rate under the competition is more than two times higher in the second half compared to the first half (1% versus 0.44%). Along with inequity aversion in the first half of the experiment, the higher risk aversion of the subjects, the lower their probability of choosing the competition. We also observe that risk aversion of subjects is the only determinant of the choice of the competition in their first choice (sequence 1).

These results suggest that, in an unknown environment, only the risk preferences of subjects influence their choice. Risk averse agents prefer to choose a payment scheme that guarantees a low variance between the agents’ payments. In sequences just following the first sequence, disadvantageous inequity aversion is the main individual characteristic that influences the agents’ choice. Social preferences of agents influence their decision of choice once they have had the chance to test the game. From the analysis of sequences 6 to

### Table 4: Determinants of the choice of the competition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable: Choice of the competition</th>
<th>Sequence 1</th>
<th>Sequences 2-5</th>
<th>Sequences 6-9</th>
<th>Sequences 2-9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sequence</td>
<td>-0.082***</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>-0.031***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender (1 = male)</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>-0.033</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.031)</td>
<td>(0.022)</td>
<td>(0.078)</td>
<td>(0.080)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risk aversion</td>
<td>-0.102***</td>
<td>-0.051</td>
<td>-0.076**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.048)</td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
<td>(0.045)</td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alpha ≥ 0.35</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>-0.200**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.153)</td>
<td>(0.092)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beta ≥ 0.15</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.173)</td>
<td>(0.134)</td>
<td>(0.208)</td>
<td>(0.131)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alpha &lt; 0.35 * beta &lt; 0.15</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.228)</td>
<td>(0.170)</td>
<td>(0.244)</td>
<td>(0.167)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>success rate under the competition</td>
<td>0.439***</td>
<td>1.008***</td>
<td>0.553***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.160)</td>
<td>(0.257)</td>
<td>(0.166)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robust standard errors in parentheses.
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
9, we can infer, when the agents are sufficiently experienced, that their preferences drive indirectly their choice of payment scheme through the results already observed in previous periods.

The theory predicts that inequity averse agents with a sufficiently high advantageous or disadvantageous inequity aversion prefer to avoid the competition. Nevertheless, the advantageous inequity aversion of agents does not drive the choice of the payment scheme. An explanation can come from the fact that all agents have the possibility of choosing their payment scheme in the choice treatment. Advantageous inequity averse agents may not consider winning as an advantageous unequal situation because all agents entered voluntarily in this payment scheme. Therefore, they may not feel bad because they earn more than the other agent considering that choosing the competition supposes accepting the risk of losing.19

3.3 Efficiency

The previous results stress the existence of a sorting effect of payment schemes. We study in this section the consequences of such a sorting on efficiency measured by the average effort level and the average payoffs of agents under both the competition and the revenue-sharing scheme.

3.3.1 Average effort level

The consequence in terms of average effort level of the sorting effect of payment schemes leads to the result 2.

**Result 2.** *The average effort level is increased under the competition when self-selection of agents is allowed but no significant change occurs under the revenue-sharing scheme.*

The effort level variable is binary. We coded the high effort level, $e_H$, by 1 and the low effort level, $e_L$, by 0. Table 5 displays summary statistics about the mean of effort by payment scheme and by treatment.

---

19 The symmetric reasoning for disadvantageous inequity aversion is not true. In fact, an agent who dislikes earning less than the other agent does not feel better if the other agent has freely chosen his payment scheme.
The average effort level under the revenue-sharing payment scheme equals 0.65 in the choice treatment. It is not different from the average effort level exerted in the benchmark treatment (Mann-Whitney U test, $z = 1.523, p = 0.128$). The average effort level under the competition equals 0.77 in the choice treatment and it is significantly higher than the average effort level exerted in the benchmark treatment (Mann-Whitney U test, $z = 3.935, p < 0.001$). This result is in accordance with the theory. The agents who choose the competition are motivated by this payment scheme and exert the high effort level. Under the revenue-sharing scheme, the average effort level is not decreased. It is nevertheless not increased either.\(^\text{20}\)

A refinement of this result going in the sense of the self-selection hypothesis gives the result 3.

\textbf{Result 3.} \textit{An agent who chooses a payment scheme more frequently than other agents exerts, on average, a higher effort level than others under this payment scheme.}

The figure 3 displays the average effort levels under both payment schemes depending on the number of times the agents chose the competitive payment scheme.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{lcccccc}
\hline
 & Sequence 1 & Sequences 2-5 & Sequences 6-9 & Sequences 2-9 & All sequences \\
\hline
\textbf{Competition} & & & & & \\
Benchmark tr. & 0.66 & 0.71 & 0.70 & 0.70 & 0.70 \\
Choice tr. & 0.80 & 0.76 & 0.78 & 0.77 & 0.77 \\
\hline
\textbf{Revenue-sharing} & & & & & \\
Benchmark tr. & 0.67 & 0.64 & 0.71 & 0.67 & 0.67 \\
Choice tr. & 0.64 & 0.58 & 0.71 & 0.65 & 0.65 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Summary statistics on average effort level}
\end{table}

\footnote{The validity of the reasons advanced theoretically will be discussed latter on, after the study of the determinants of the effort decisions.}

Figure 3: Average effort level by category of subjects
This graph shows that the agents who choose the competition less than three times exert a significantly higher effort level than others under the revenue-sharing scheme (Wilcoxon rank-test: $z = 15.159, p < 0.001$ and $z = 23.744, p < 0.001$) and the agents who choose the competition six times or more exert a significantly higher effort level than others under the competition (Wilcoxon rank-test: $z = 6.461, p < 0.001$ and $z = 14.891, p < 0.001$). We also notice that the agents who choose more often the competition exert an average effort level clearly higher under the competition than under the revenue-sharing scheme (Wilcoxon rank-test, $z = 17.666, p < 0.001$). Agents who choose more often the revenue-sharing scheme exert the same effort level under this payment scheme and under the competitive scheme (Wilcoxon rank-test, $z = 0.362, p = 0.717$). The self-selection of agents is then efficient, especially under the competitive payment scheme. This result suggests a sorting effect of payment schemes. How does this sorting effect relate to the social preferences of the agents?

To understand the effect of individual preferences on the effort decisions, we compare the results of the regressions in the choice treatment with those of the benchmark treatment. Tables 6 and 7 show the econometric estimations of effort decisions under both payment schemes. A probit model with random effects and clustering on individuals is used. The individual preferences as explanatory variables consist of risk aversion and disadvantageous and advantageous inequity aversion. The history of the game and interactions between agents are characterized by the effort level at the previous period of the subject’s co-worker, the absolute value of the difference between payoffs of both subjects in the group at the previous period and also the current proportion of high situations of the subject.

These estimations lead to the results 4 and 5.

---

21It cannot be explained by a learning effect. The evolution of effort levels depending on the number of choices does not show evidence of it.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable: effort level under the competition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark Tr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>round</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender (1 = male)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risk aversion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alpha ≥ 0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beta ≥ 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alpha ≥ 0.35 * beta ≥ 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lagged co-participant effort level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lagged absolute value of difference in payments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>success rate under the competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choice Tr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sequence 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>round</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender (1 = male)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risk aversion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alpha ≥ 0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beta ≥ 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alpha ≥ 0.35 * beta ≥ 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lagged co-participant effort level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lagged absolute value of difference in payments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>success rate under the competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations: 120
Wald χ² / LR χ²: 35.210 / 110.650
Prob>χ²: 0.001
Log likelihood: -64.966
Pseudo R²: 0.164

Robust standard errors in parentheses
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%

Table 6: Determinants of the effort level decision under the competition
### Table 7: Determinants of the effort level decision under the revenue-sharing scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Benchmark Tr.</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Choice Tr.</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sequence</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.297**</td>
<td>0.759***</td>
<td>0.516***</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.410***</td>
<td>0.594***</td>
<td>0.528***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.132)</td>
<td>(0.183)</td>
<td>(0.130)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.121)</td>
<td>(0.127)</td>
<td>(0.094)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>round</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>-0.058**</td>
<td>-0.154***</td>
<td>-0.104***</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.070***</td>
<td>-0.092***</td>
<td>-0.112***</td>
<td>-0.104***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.050)</td>
<td>(0.026)</td>
<td>(0.037)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.035)</td>
<td>(0.023)</td>
<td>(0.024)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender (1 = male)</td>
<td>-0.104</td>
<td>0.158*</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.135*</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>-0.037</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>-0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.104)</td>
<td>(0.081)</td>
<td>(0.099)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.088)</td>
<td>(0.091)</td>
<td>(0.062)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risk aversion</td>
<td>0.073**</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.096**</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.037)</td>
<td>(0.037)</td>
<td>(0.024)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alpha &gt; 0.35</td>
<td>0.230*</td>
<td>-0.062</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>-0.263*</td>
<td>-0.122</td>
<td>-0.178***</td>
<td>-0.148*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.128)</td>
<td>(0.125)</td>
<td>(0.127)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.155)</td>
<td>(0.117)</td>
<td>(0.064)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beta &gt; 0.15</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.201*</td>
<td>0.332***</td>
<td>0.270**</td>
<td>-0.200**</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>-0.171*</td>
<td>-0.087</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.160)</td>
<td>(0.113)</td>
<td>(0.121)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.098)</td>
<td>(0.111)</td>
<td>(0.098)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alpha &gt; 0.35 * beta &gt; 0.15</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>-0.074</td>
<td>-0.130</td>
<td>-0.124</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.308***</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.231)</td>
<td>(0.155)</td>
<td>(0.195)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.117)</td>
<td>(0.156)</td>
<td>(0.097)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lagged co-participant effort level</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.373***</td>
<td>0.412***</td>
<td>0.407***</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.350***</td>
<td>0.410***</td>
<td>0.382***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.115)</td>
<td>(0.059)</td>
<td>(0.103)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.084)</td>
<td>(0.055)</td>
<td>(0.074)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lagged absolute value of difference in payments</td>
<td>-0.067***</td>
<td>-0.037***</td>
<td>-0.049***</td>
<td>-0.043***</td>
<td>-0.029*</td>
<td>-0.053***</td>
<td>-0.043***</td>
<td>-0.052***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
<td>(0.008)</td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>success rate under the revenue-sharing scheme</td>
<td>-0.205</td>
<td>-0.184</td>
<td>1.020</td>
<td>-0.072</td>
<td>-0.064</td>
<td>-0.575**</td>
<td>-0.452</td>
<td>-0.310</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.239)</td>
<td>(0.434)</td>
<td>(1.384)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.196)</td>
<td>(0.271)</td>
<td>(0.429)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations: 120, 480, 480, 960, 168, 528, 544, 1072
Wald $\chi^2$: 64.440, 241.640, 309.000, 447.320, 45.260, 159.870, 104.270, 187.470
Prob $>\chi^2$: 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000
Pseudo $R^2$: 0.292, 0.275, 0.414, 0.326, 0.141, 0.240, 0.263, 0.256

Robust standard errors in parentheses
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
Result 4. The effort level decisions in the competition are not driven by inequity preferences when self-selection is allowed.

When the subjects are allowed to choose their payment scheme, their individual preferences have no effect on their effort in the competition as predicted by the theory (except at the first sequence\textsuperscript{22}). Preferences serve to steer their choice of payment scheme. Moreover, the past effort of the co-participant, the past difference between payoffs and the success rate in the competition, are also not significant. This is in accordance with the model setting that selfish agents, or agents with low inequity aversion, prefer the competition to the revenue-sharing scheme. Whatever the other agent’s behavior and whatever the past results, the utility of these agents is always maximized when the high effort level is played.

In the absence of choice, the inequity aversion of the subjects influences the effort decision. Subjects with both high advantageous and disadvantageous inequity aversion degrees exert a lower effort level than others in the first half of the experiment. In the second half, this variable becomes insignificant. Nevertheless, the effort level of the co-worker has a negative impact on the effort level decision. As the inequality between payoffs is increased with the effort level, we may deduce that, after some interactions, agents’ inequity aversion plays a role only when the inequality is sufficiently high, that means when the other subject plays the high effort level.

Therefore, efficiency of the competition is increased when the subjects are allowed to choose their payment scheme because this mode attracts the selfish agents and the latter are motivated by the competition. The self-selection of subjects in the competition is efficient.

Result 5. In the first half of the experiment, when self-selection is allowed, the effort level decisions in the revenue-sharing scheme are not driven by inequity preferences of agents. Their effect is significant again in the second half due to a heterogeneity of previous effort decisions.

This result corroborates with the result of the analysis of sorting. Inequity aversion influences the payment scheme choice in the first half of the experiment then, they do not drive effort decisions once under a particular payment scheme. In the second half of the experiment, agents base their choice of payment scheme only indirectly on inequity

\textsuperscript{22}The negative and significant effect of inequity aversion indicators at the first sequence may be explained by the fact that subjects who chose the competition at the first sequence chose it only for a test.
preferences through the history of the game then, inequity aversion drives agents’ effort level decisions.

In the absence of choice, subjects with high advantageous inequity aversion exert a significantly higher effort level than others under the revenue-sharing payment scheme for the whole experiment. This result is in accordance with the theory. However, when the agents choose their payment scheme, agents with high advantageous or high disadvantageous inequity aversion are less likely than others to exert the high effort level in the second half of the experiment. Why does inequity aversion play a role again on the decisions of effort after some interactions when the agents self-select?

The heterogeneity of effort behaviors in the first half of the experiment could be a potential reason. The theory predicts this heterogeneity because of a potential coordination problem due to the multiplicity of equilibria and/or to the potential existence of subjects who choose the revenue-sharing scheme without being motivated by it exerting the low effort level. Heterogeneity of effort behaviors is in fact supported by the data. In the first period of sequences 2 to 5 under the revenue-sharing scheme, 52% of subjects see their co-worker exerting a different effort level.\textsuperscript{23} Therefore, if an agent very concerned by disadvantageous inequality has been cheated, his future behavior is strongly affected by it and his probability to exert the high effort level is decreased. Moreover, agents with high advantageous inequity aversion exert also a lower effort level than others. One potential explanation is that these agents have been more often cheated. Indeed, they receive significantly lower payoffs during sequences 1 to 5 compared to other agents (the average payoffs for sequences 1 to 5 equals 10.6 for subjects with $\beta \geq 0.15$ whereas it equals 12.1 for subjects with $\beta < 0.15$. Wilcoxon rank test, $z = 3.060$, $p = 0.002$).

In the two treatments, effort behaviors depend on others’ behaviors. We observe that the subjects are more likely to exert the high effort level when the other agent has chosen the high effort level at the previous period. Moreover, subjects are sensitive to the difference between payoffs at the previous period that decreases their probability to choose the high effort level.

The main consequence of the opportunity given to the agents to choose freely their payment scheme is that the self-selection of the agents is efficient under the competition but

\textsuperscript{23}This frequency is decreasing as the relationship progresses because subjects learn the type and the behavior of their co-worker and adapt in this sense their effort decision.
imperfect under the revenue-sharing scheme. Subjects who choose often the competition feel in accordance with this type of incentives and are largely more motivated by it than by the revenue-sharing scheme. However, subjects compensated under the revenue-sharing scheme have heterogeneous behaviors and then the average effort level is not increased with self-selection.

3.3.2 Average payoffs of agents

Do agents benefit also from the opportunity of choosing their payment scheme? Is it costly for the agents to follow their preferences or is it a good manner to maximize their payoffs? Table 8 represents the average payoffs of agents in the benchmark and the choice treatments under both payment schemes depending on the number of times they choose the competition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of subjects</th>
<th>Benchmark Tr.</th>
<th>Choice Tr.</th>
<th>Revenuesharing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competition -</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition =</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition +</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Average payoffs by category of subjects

**Result 6. Subjects maximize their payoffs by following their preferences.**

The average payoff of subjects under both payment schemes in the benchmark treatment equals 11.5 points. The subjects who prefer one of the two payment schemes in the choice treatment receive a higher average payoff under the preferred payment scheme than in the benchmark treatment. They receive also a higher average payoff than the other categories of agents under this payment scheme.

Agents who prefer one payment scheme benefit from the possibility to choose their payment scheme (agents in the choice treatment of the types Competition + and Competition -) receive a higher average payoff than agents in the benchmark treatment (t-test, respectively, \( p = 0.062 \) and \( p = 0.109 \)) whereas agents who hesitate between the two payment schemes receive a lower payoff (t-test, \( p = 0.023 \)). Moreover, in the choice treatment, the agents who choose the competition six times or more receive an average payoff significantly higher under the payment scheme they choose the most frequently (t-test, \( p = 0.004 \)). It is
also higher than the average payoff of other agents (t-test, \( p = 0.023 \)). Agents who choose the revenue-sharing scheme more than six times do not receive a significantly higher average payoff in the revenue-sharing scheme compared to the competition (t-test, \( p = 0.220 \)). Their average payoff is nevertheless significantly higher than others’ in the revenue-sharing scheme (t-test, \( p < 0.001 \)).

These results are in the continuation with the previous results. Agents who often choose one payment scheme are more motivated by it than hesitant agents. They are then more able to reach the Pareto optimum and then to make higher payoffs.

4 Conclusion

Our experiment gives some evidence on the sorting effect of payment schemes and its consequences, depending on agents’ inequity aversion. It is observed that agents with high disadvantageous inequity aversion prefer to be compensated by a revenue-sharing scheme. More precisely, in the first half of the experiment, this effect is direct but, in the second half, disadvantageous inequity aversion of subjects plays an indirect role through the effect of past results. It is also observed that risk aversion decreases the probability of choosing the competition. The effect of risk aversion is higher for the first choice of payment scheme.

The self-selection of agents is efficient under the competition but imperfect under the revenue-sharing scheme. Indeed, the efficiency of the competition is significantly increased when agents are allowed to choose their payment scheme. The agents who self-select the competition are motivated by this payment scheme and exert a higher average effort level compared to the average effort level of agents who are imposed to be compensated by the competition. Thus, inequity preferences have no effect on the effort decision when self-selection is allowed. The average effort level is nevertheless not improved under the revenue-sharing scheme when agents are allowed to choose freely their payment scheme. The reason may be related to the heterogeneity between agents’ effort behaviors in the first half of the experiment. These results are in accordance with the theoretical predictions. From the agents’ point of view, it appears that the agents who have a preference for a specific payment scheme benefit from the possibility to choose their payment scheme. Therefore, subjects maximize their payoffs by following their preferences to choose their payment scheme.
In business settings, a personnel manager is interested in searching for an incentive mechanism that will lead to an increase of the average productivity of the employees and then of the company. Our experimental results suggest that two types of labor market must be differentiated. On a market with high costs of mobility for agents, the personnel manager should evaluate employees’ social preferences to calibrate which performance-based payment scheme is the most appropriate to provide incentives to workers. Depending on agents’ social preferences, the efficiency of a variable payment scheme may not be such as expected. On a flexible market, the situation is different. In fact, agents may self-select between firms using different payment schemes, provided that diverse organizations exist on the market. In this case, an evaluation of agents’ inequity aversion may be useless because their choice of payment scheme indicates their individual preferences. The institution of various performance-based payments schemes may be valuable for its efficiency.

The results obtained underline the importance of taking into account the effect of self-selection between various payments schemes. It adds to the already existing literature on self-selection between different payment schemes showing that agents’ behaviors may be different when the choice of a particular payment scheme is allowed. The research on the influence of inequity aversion degrees on agents’ self-selection should be completed by heterogeneity in ability levels. This study can also be extended to other payment schemes. Moreover, differentiating the source of social norms between a self-selection of agents and an evolution of the effect of preferences and of their hierarchy should be analyzed more precisely in the future.
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**Appendix**

**Stage 2 - Equilibrium effort levels under the competition when payment schemes are imposed**

For the derivation of the equilibrium, we consider the last period of the relationship and we solve by backward induction.

Under complete information on the type of agents, the utilities of agents are represented in the following matrix. The first term is the utility of an inequity averse agent and the second term is the utility of a selfish agent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>agent ( j )</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>agent ( i )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e_L )</td>
<td>(8.5 - 4.5( \beta ) - 4.5( \alpha ); 8.5)</td>
<td>(11.2 - 6.3( \beta ) - 4.9( \alpha ); 9.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e_H )</td>
<td>(9.8 - 4.9( \beta ) - 6.3( \alpha ); 11.2)</td>
<td>(13 - 10( \beta ) - 10( \alpha ); 13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A selfish agent has a dominant strategy that is to play the $e_H$ effort level. We must analyse inequity averse agents’ behavior under incomplete information because they do not have any dominant strategy under the competition.

We suppose that the inequity averse agent only knows the existence of a proportion $(1 - \rho)$ of selfish agents and a proportion $\rho$ of inequity averse agents as him. We assume that all inequity averse agents play the same effort level and that all selfish agents play their dominant strategy, $e_H$. The expected utilities of an inequity averse agent is written in the following matrix depending on his effort decision.

$$\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{agent } i & e_L & e_H \\
\hline
\text{(inequity averse)} & 11.2 - 2.7\rho - \beta (6.3 - 1.8\rho_C) - \alpha (4.9 - 0.4\rho_C) & 13 - 10\beta - 10\alpha \\
\end{array}$$

An inequity averse agent decides to play $e_H$ if
$$\alpha \leq \frac{(1.8 + 2.7\rho_C) - \beta (3.7 + 1.8\rho_C)}{5.1 + 0.4\rho_C}.$$ For the following, we call this inequality $\alpha \leq \alpha^C (\beta)$. For each type of agents, the equilibrium effort level is the same for both types of agents in a one-shot and in a repeated relationships.

**Stage 2 - Equilibrium effort levels under the revenue-sharing scheme when payment schemes are imposed**

For the derivation of the equilibrium, we consider the last period of the relationship and we solve by backward induction.

Under complete information on the type of agents, the utilities of agents are represented in the following matrix. The first term is the utility of an inequity averse agent and the second term is the utility of a selfish agent.

$$\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{agent } i & e_L & e_H \\
\hline
\text{e}_L & (8.5 ; 8.5) & (14 - 7\beta ; 7) \\
\hline
\text{e}_H & (7 - 7\alpha ; 14) & (13 ; 13) \\
\end{array}$$

When the relationship is a one-shot, a selfish agent or an inequity averse agent with $\beta < \frac{1}{7} \approx 0.15$ has a dominant strategy that is to play $e_L$. Playing $e_L$ is the best response to $e_L$ and playing $e_H$ is the best response to $e_H$ for an inequity averse agent with $\beta \geq 0.15$. We must then analyze the case of incomplete information.
Under incomplete information, we assume that all inequity averse agents play the same effort level and that all selfish agents play their dominant strategy, \( e_L \). If inequity averse agents have \( \beta < 0.15 \), there is a unique equilibrium in which all the agents play \( e_L \). However, if inequity averse agents have \( \beta \geq 0.15 \), the expected utilities of an inequity averse agent is written in the following matrix depending on his effort decision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent ( j )</th>
<th>( e_L )</th>
<th>( e_H )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agent ( i ) (inequity averse with ( \beta \geq 0.15 ))</td>
<td>( 8.5 )</td>
<td>( 6\rho_{RS} - 7\alpha + 7\alpha\rho_{RS} + 7 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An inequity averse agent with \( \beta \geq 0.15 \) decides to play the \( e_H \) effort level if \( 7\alpha (1 - \rho_{RS}) \leq 6\rho_{RS} - 1.5 \iff \alpha \leq \frac{6\rho_{RS} - 1.5}{7(1 - \rho_{RS})} \) with \( \rho_{RS} \neq 1 \). For \( \rho_{RS} = 1 \), this inequality is always verified \( \forall \alpha \). For the following, we call this inequality \( \alpha \leq \alpha^{RS} \). Then, if inequity averse agents have \( \beta \geq 0.15 \) and \( \alpha \leq \alpha^{RS} \), there exist two symmetric equilibria, either both agents play \( e_L \) or both agents play \( e_H \).

The relationship between agents lasts for five periods.

If inequity averse agents have \( \beta < 0.15 \) or \( \alpha > \alpha^{RS} \), all the agents have a dominant strategy that is to play \( e_L \). To determine the equilibrium in a repeated relationship, we use the trigger strategy (as soon as someone deviates from the Pareto optimum, it is impossible to reach it again latter). We observe that a selfish agent has an interest to play \( e_L \) only at the fifth period of the relationship. The other agent is aware of this strategy and plays \( e_L \) at the fourth period. By backward induction, the only equilibrium is that both types of agents play the low effort level at every period when inequity averse agents have \( \beta < 0.15 \) or \( \alpha > \alpha^{RS} \).

If inequity averse agents have \( \beta \geq 0.15 \) and \( \alpha \leq \alpha^{RS} \), we must search for the effort decision of selfish agents at the fourth period. Let consider periods 4 and 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent ( j )</th>
<th>( e_L )</th>
<th>( e_H )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agent ( i ) (selfish agent)</td>
<td>( 17 + 5.5\rho_{RS} )</td>
<td>( 27 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It appears in this case that selfish agents play \( e_H \) at the fourth period. Two equilibria exist when inequity averse agents have \( \beta \geq 0.15 \) and \( \alpha \leq \alpha^{RS} \). Both types of agents playing \( e_L \)
for all the periods of the relationship is an equilibrium. A second equilibrium is such that the selfish agents choose the high effort level for the periods one to four and the low effort level at the fifth period and the inequity averse agents play the high effort level for the five periods of the relationship.

**Stage 1 - Choice of payment scheme**

To compute the perfect Bayesian equilibrium of the two-stage game with incomplete information, we assume that all selfish agents are compensated under the competition, $\rho_C = 0$, and that all inequity averse agents are compensated under the revenue-sharing scheme, $\rho_{RS} = 1$. For $\rho_{RS} = 1$, $\alpha \leq \alpha^{RS}$ is always verified $\forall \alpha$. The expected utilities presented are the expected utilities for the whole sequence (for the five periods that compose the relationship between agents). We must find which payment scheme agents choose depending on their inequity aversion degrees.

It appears that a selfish agent prefers to be compensated under the revenue-sharing scheme when inequity averse agents are such that $\beta \geq 0.15$ and $\alpha \leq \alpha^{RS}$. The equilibrium is not separating in this case because all agents, whatever their type, prefer to be compensated under the revenue-sharing scheme. Then, if inequity averse agents want the selfish agents to be compensated under the competition, they must play $e_H$ for the four first periods but play $e_L$ at the last period. This is the condition to have a separating equilibrium that guaranties selfish agents under the competitive scheme, $\rho_{RS} = 1$.

The choices of payment scheme for all the degrees of inequity aversion are then presented in table 9. However, the no equilibrium cases are very specific. Moreover, under the assumption of a share of inequity averse agents higher than 40%, some cases do not exist. So, we present the theoretical predictions under this assumption in the core of the text. The avoided cases being very rare, we do not think losing too much information by making this assumption. What is important to notice is that inequity averse agents choose the revenue-sharing payment scheme if $\alpha \geq \frac{2.7 - 6.33}{4.9}$. We write this inequality $\alpha \geq \alpha^S$. Inequity averse agents with $\beta \geq 0.15$ choose the revenue-sharing scheme as well.

Selfish agents and inequity averse agents with low $\alpha$ and low $\beta$ prefer the competition while inequity averse agents with either high $\alpha$ or high $\beta$ prefer the revenue-sharing scheme.

---

24What we call "inexistent cases" are cases in which the different conditions on $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are not compatible. When it is written that there exist no equilibrium, it means that these agents prefer the competition when only selfish agents are under the competition but prefer the revenue-sharing scheme when both selfish and inequity averse agents are under the competition.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social preferences</th>
<th>Competition</th>
<th>Revenue-sharing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equilibrium energy level</td>
<td>Equilibrium energy level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$e_H$</td>
<td>$e_L$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Selfish agent

- if IA agents with $\beta < 0.15$ or $\alpha > \alpha_0^{(6)}$ (regardless of $\beta$):
  - $e_H$: 65
  - $e_L$: 42.5
  - Choice: COMPETITION
- if IA agents with $\beta \geq 0.15$ and $\alpha \leq \alpha_0^{(6)}$ (regardless of $\beta$):
  - $e_H$: 65
  - $e_L$: 42.5
  - Choice: COMPETITION

### Inequity averse agent

- $\alpha \leq \alpha_0^{(6)}(\beta, \rho)$, $\beta < 0.15$ and $\alpha < \alpha_0^{(3)}(\beta)$:
  - $e_H$: 65 - 50$\beta$ - 50$\alpha$
  - $e_L$: 42.5
  - Choice: COMPETITION
- $\beta < 0.15$ and $\alpha \geq \alpha_0^{(3)}(\beta)$:
  - $e_H$: 65 - 50$\beta$ - 50$\alpha$
  - $e_L$: 42.5
  - Choice: NO EQUILIBRIUM
- $\beta \geq 0.15$ and $\alpha < \alpha_0^{(3)}(\beta)$:
  - $e_H$: 65 - 50$\beta$ - 50$\alpha$
  - $e_L$: 42.5
  - Choice: COMPETITION
- $\beta \geq 0.15$ and $\alpha \geq \alpha_0^{(3)}(\beta)$:
  - $e_H$: 65 - 50$\beta$ - 50$\alpha$
  - $e_L$: 42.5
  - Choice: NO EQUILIBRIUM

### Inequity aversion

- $\alpha > \alpha_0^{(3)}(\beta, \rho)$, $\beta < 0.15$ and $\alpha < \alpha_0^{(3)}(\beta)$ with $\beta < 0.45 - \beta$:
  - $e_H$: 65 - 50$\beta$ - 50$\alpha$
  - $e_L$: 42.5
  - Choice: COMPETITION
- $\alpha \leq \alpha_0^{(3)}(\beta, \rho)$ and $\beta < 0.45 - \beta$:
  - $e_H$: 65 - 50$\beta$ - 50$\alpha$
  - $e_L$: 42.5
  - Choice: NO EQUILIBRIUM
- $\alpha > \alpha_0^{(3)}(\beta, \rho)$ and $\beta < 0.45 - \beta$:
  - $e_H$: (56 - 13.5$\beta$ - $\beta(31.5 - 9\rho)$ - $\alpha(24.5 - 2\rho)$)
  - $e_L$: 42.5
  - Choice: COMPETITION
- $\beta < 0.15$ and $\alpha \geq \alpha_0^{(3)}(\beta)$:
  - $e_H$: 65 - 31.5$\beta$ - 24.5$\alpha$
  - $e_L$: 42.5
  - Choice: REVENUE-SHARING
- $\beta > 0.15$ and $\alpha < \alpha_0^{(3)}(\beta)$:
  - $e_H$: 65 - 31.5$\beta$ - 24.5$\alpha$
  - $e_L$: 42.5
  - Choice: NO EQUILIBRIUM
- $\beta > 0.15$ and $\alpha \geq \alpha_0^{(3)}(\beta)$:
  - $e_H$: 65 - 31.5$\beta$ - 24.5$\alpha$
  - $e_L$: 42.5
  - Choice: REVENUE-SHARING

### Additional Notes

1. $\alpha = \frac{(13.5 - 13.5\rho) - \beta(31.5 - 9\rho)}{24.5 - 2\rho}$
2. $\alpha \leq \alpha_0^{(3)}(\beta, \rho)$ is always verified for $\rho \geq 0.4075$.
3. $\alpha > \alpha_0^{(3)}(\beta, \rho)$ is verified only for $\rho < 0.4075$.
4. The $e_H$ equilibrium corresponds to the high effort level played for the periods 1 to 4 and the low effort level played for the period 5. Indeed, selfish agents mimic inequity averse agents’ behavior by playing the high effort level for the periods 1 to 4 but cheat at the last period. Inequity averse agents play the low effort level at the last period to guarantee that selfish agents choose the competition instead of the revenue-sharing scheme; it is the condition to observe a separating equilibrium.

Table 9: Equilibrium effort level, expected utility and choice of payment scheme